
My Wife Is A Secret Assassin

Chapter 30: Why Should I Answer You?

Samantha didn't believe him, Chance then stepped ahead of her and knocked on a
room door and David opened it.

"Yeah, Chance give me two minutes" Saying this David went inside leaving the door
open.

Samantha was still a few steps behind so he didn't notice her.

Samantha sighed in relief that David didn't see her and she quickly stepped forward to
head towards her room.

"Samantha?" Chance followed her and called her before she could go inside.

"Yeah?"

"What are you doing here?" Chance again asked her.

'Fuck' Samantha thought she successfully distracted him but of course that was not
possible as anyone would wonder what a florist is doing at a business conference and
that too dressed up as a corporate professional.

"Why should I answer you?" Samantha instead questioned him.

Chance smiled when he heard her question, "Right, you don't need to" he added, "No
matter what, I am just glad we meet again"

Saying this Chance turned around and headed to David's room.

Samantha helplessly shook her head as she didn't expect to run into Chance again like
this and wondered how will she handle this mission with Chance constantly around her.

Earlier this mission was easier as no one here knew her and she would perfectly gel
into the crowd but now things might get difficult as David too is here.

Frustrated, Samantha entered her room and was planning to come up with some
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another idea.

She then checked the schedule of her target.

The businesswoman Samantha is supposed to kill is a woman in her early fifties and is
living on the same floor as hers.

According to this woman's schedule, she would be attending a conference at 5 PM in
the evening and at 6 PM in the same conference she would be giving a speech.

Samantha planned to kill her in the duration between 5 PM and 6 PM.

They received instructions to make her death look natural and it should not look like a
murder.

So, Samantha made arrangements accordingly but now with Chance and David's
presence she was not sure if there will be any hindrances to her plan because of them.

After some time, she headed for lunch and hoped to find Chance.

As expected, she did.

The lunch arranged was in the style of a buffet where everyone showed their IDs and
entered the dining area.

Samantha saw Chance and David in their business suits and they were seriously
discussing something, they were not having lunch and were only drinking water.

Chance was in a grey suit, white shirt and a grey tie.

This was for the first time she was seeing Chance in a professional suit.

He looked very handsome and she thought, 'No wonder, a man really looks very hot
when he is working'

She hesitated before approaching him, Chance looked very serious and so did David,
she pondered for some time if she should just ignore them or meet them to know their
schedules.

Chance and David were done with their discussion and Chance glanced around the
room when his gaze fell on Samantha who looked lost in some deep thoughts.
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